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ABSTRACT
The Jefferspe County Public School System in Colorado

. is conducting a study which implements a digital time-shared computer
as support for a systems approach to instruction. This study.
,currently involves one elementary school but it will support a total
of thirteen schools in the future, The computer support includes
computerienirated criteridn test forms. The items for the test forms
Are randomly,selected from etest-item bank. Additional computer
support includes the use of a remote,document redder for test scoring
and updating student academic'tecords. Th4 records are updated.dsing
test results and teacher certification of mastery. Data from academic
records is being studied to determine its usefulness kor'formation of

,instructional groups in a multi-unit elementary school. The design of
feedback reports to teachers is being studied'to optimite the ,

report's usefulness in instructional Ttooesses. The effects on
teachersl.roles caused by the computer support of an existing
Anstructional'system are being observed, (Author)
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COMPUTER SUPPORT FOR A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INSTRUCTION; %,

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DATA ENTRY TECHNIQUES'
e

by Eugene A. Collins and Dean C. Larsen
Jefferson County Schools
Lakewood-, Colorado 80?15

ABSTRACT st

- 4

The Jefferson County Public Schgplsis conducting a study
which implements a digital time-sharEd computer as support for
a systems approach toinstruction. This study presently involVes
one elementary school but it will support a total of 13 schools in
the future.. The computer support includes computer generated
criterion Itst for0s. The items for the test forms are rapd9mly
selected fr9m a test-itenr bank. Additional, computer support

includes the use of a remote document` reader for testscoring
and updating' student aaademic records. The records are updated
using test results and teacher certification of mastery: Data
from academic records is being studied to determine its useful-

for formation of instructional groups in a multi-unit
elementary school. The design of fetdback repQrtt to teachers'
'is being studied in order to optimize the repoPt's usefulness
in instructional processes. The effects on teacher's roles
caused by the computer support of an existing instructional
systeat are being, observed.
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COMPUTER SUPPORT FOR A SYSTEMS APPAACH' 70 INSTRUCTION

.PROBLEM.STATEMENT AND DATA ENTRY TECHNIQUES

by Eugene A. Obllins and DeanC. Larseh

Many programs for individualiztng education have been developed during

the last ten years. An outcome of these ex9eriences h s been the idqntifica7

tion oa problem which is common toiall attempts to in ividualize. The

problem is one of data management. At any given time udents in a Particular
o

group may be at many different places in the curriculum, each.Student in the group,

haying different lear;g needs. InforTation about the learning needs of

each individual is usually available. H4ever, techniques have not been de-
.

veloped'for effectively managing this information for optimizing the instruc-'

.tion for each student.
.

This paper is a description of a National Science Foundation) project /

located in The Jefferson County Public Schools, Jefferson County, Colorado.'

The project is designed to develop computer suppqrt for an existing instruc-

tional management information system in'schools attempting to individualize

. . 7;
.

%

instruction.., The primary purposeiof the project is to develop tht.data manage- ,

.-

ment techniques, required to group students with similar learning needs.

.

.

The Jefferson County Public School district has defined curriculum in

language arts,' mathematics, and reading by stating explicit student perform.

ance objectives. Procedures for monitoring student'progress against these

objectives have been identified. The programs have been implemented through

grade O. In mathematics, criterion test items have been developed parallel

to the objectives. 'Levels of mastery have been established. Dependency

hierarchies between objecti9es have been identified, and multiple learning

activities have been designed which relate to these objectives.

1 The work reported in this paper was ,performed pursuant to Grant Number
GY 11109 withThe National Science Foundation, Experimental Programs Group,
Office of Experimental Projects and Programs. Any opinions, findings, con-
clusions, or recommendations expressed herein are those of the 'authors and

'do not necessarily reflect the views of N.S.F.



Teachers are keeping records onAndividual student performance against

the objectives. However, these records on, individual Itudent performance are

not generally used as a basis for selecting appropriate learning activities.

Furthermore, in most schools, the formation of student groups for instruction
411

is not accomplished through uie of past performance records. That is to

fr

say that student records are not widely used as input into the formation of

groups of students for instructton or into the design of instructional stra-

tegies. Asa result, effective grouping of students for experience with

appropriate learning gctivities doerot always occur, Students mak/ge pro-

instruction irl skills which they have previously mastered or for which

they do not have the necessary prerequisite behaviors.

While systematic diagnosis of stddent's individual needs may occur,

this diagnostic information is not always available in a useable form when

ai; students arg grouped for ingtructioa. This is due primarily to the fact that

instructional decision makers have too /Mich data. They do not have the pro-
,

N. tedurei nor the tip necessary to process .it.,

The project described here is developing a solution to this .probTem.

Fugded by The National Science Foundation Office of Experimental Projects

and Programs, Experimental Programs Group, the project is titled The Computer

Support for a Systems Approach to Instruction. .A computer system which

will allow instructional decision makers to process records on student Per-

formance As presently being developed. The outcome of the applicatiOf

this system will be the formation of stude9t groups for instruction.

The system is being developed'on a 'HewlettrPackrd'2000 seriel time-
,

shared computer. Communication and remote data entry are handled over tele.»

phone lines with a General Electric Terminet 300 terminal and a Bell and Howell
.4

,Mark Document Reader.

4
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. Develotement is taking place at Normandy Elementary School. After

refinement r fjeld testing the system will be installed in a total of

eleven Schools in the Bear Creek/Columbine Area of Jefferson County. Thise

schools will be added in two waves over a period of four years after the
t

system implementation i completed in the development school.

The system is being developed,in4a manner which will provide for the

Maintenance of performance information on children in any discipline. Currently,

mathematics performance records of students in the development school are

being "managed on, the computer. Fou 'years of performance history are being

maintained on eith Individual. In order to insure that these performance

records are current, two system components for updating them have been developed.

The first component provides update by application of. criterion referenced

testing for luster-Y. The second amPo.nent anews update by teacher certifica-

tion.

'1

When teachers are interested in testing students over any subset of
s. A

objectives, in mathematics, they call for a test using the test generation

subsystem. This subsystem generates a recipe for the test by randomly selectink

items for each objective from an item bank. The item bank contains approximately

80% multiple choice items. The recipe-produced by the computer lists the

item to be used on th;tst, the order in:which they are to appearoncrthe
1

correct answer. liNtiple choice items are 1.P ted first followed by items
$

requiring more detailed student responses. Th\ recipe, is used by an aide
N

who constricts the test bl drawing items from the item bank.

The decision has'been made to use only two test items`per objective.

The, criteria for mastery is that both items must be answered correct'ry.
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The rest is administered to students. They respond to multiple choice

items on an answer card shown in figure 1. Students respond

choice items on their test paper. These non - multiple choice

to non-multiple,

items are then

graded and trariscribedto the answer card by an adult. An answer key is

filled. out.from the test recipe. This key is entered theeugh the'mark docu-

meat reader alOng with the student answer cards. Grading of the' test is

done by.comPuter. The studen6 academic performance records are automatically40
rl

updated by the systeM. A summary of test results irprin'ted out for teacher

analysis. , .

. .

The advantages of this procedure are numerous. first of all, theretis

t..

--totarflexibility.rpgarding which 06jectivei are tested together. Random

selection of items from the bank is also assured. More than one
1

form of each test can -be generated, Aid there is no need fur computer storage'

of the answer .keys. Automated gradjng and record updatij% provided along
*

with enough human interface to allow for non- 'multiple choice items. t.

. . .

A second cOmponent of the system allows for Update of student records
.,

through teacher,,observatiop aria subsequent - certification of mastery. This
.

,

is.a neceisaryc4poneni of the system because many mathematics o6jgctiV'es
I

througk the secon grade are not appropriately mgasured using Raper and

4 I

pencil. Stbdent bravi0 described by these objectives includes verbal response

and application of manipulative devices. These behaviors must be observed

and recorded by the teacher. furthermore, this teacher observation and

certification is pn appropriate assessment of student behavior beyond

second grade.

The need to update records by teacher observation and certification is

being supported by the form shown in figure 2. The form is initially

. blank on the left side. The heading, containing stude.. name, system number;

M 6 4

t
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Mathematics

Student
Nagle Number
BOY EEMERBW 459

Date
April 8, _1976'

Level Objective Mastery'

D

en'

PmAcof Masters
in Group

_

-
s

k

8 43
24

16 29
31 26
33 27

22 28
12

ii

.

,

o

um
mr 4

MO
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figure 2 m
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mathematics level, etc. is Tinted by the terminal. Forms for each student

in d particular group are kept together.in a folder. Teachers observe-110f-

vidual student behavior. Mastery of particular objectives is then certified

by marking the appropriate. code an the computer readable part of the form

on the right side. These forms are read periodically by the mark document

readeriwhich has the capability of reading both 34" and ft" width forms.

Asliaent records are up dated accordingly.

As mentioned before, the farm in figure 2 is initially blank on the

left side. Alternative types of individual student'profiles acre bbing

printed remotOy by the terminal in this spaie. The project staff and

teachers are workij%g together to.determinewhich forma 6f the individual

student profile are most helpful to he teachers in:supporting their efforts

Mb.

in observing students.

.

Now that many of the miss data entry problems have been solved, tle pri-

miry task of the project is being pursued. The task is to increase the use-

ability of the data for teachers,using.it to form instructional groups.

The development school, as Well as many of the other project school is

implementing" individually Guided Education! Under this model, chools

are organized on a multiunit basis. Each,unit is composed of le to 150 stu-

dents with up to three years' age difference. The formation of such multiage

eV

units increases the heterogeneity of the unit with regard to student's previous

background and experience. This increased variety enriches the learning

experience which can'be brought.to any instructional subgroup formed,withim
4

the uhit. This heterogeneity is important to learning in any discipline.

Within a multiage unit, instructional are formed in the skill

.
.

1 disciplines on the basis4;common, student yarning need. These skill

disciplines are typically mathematic s, reading, and language arts.' Based on
0 ' )

it observations and previous,experiencewith /students, teachers identify'

9
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clusters of gbjectivesi for which they think-instruction is needed. Student's

needs with regard to these,objectivei are assessed, Winstruction is needed,

appropriate student groups are formed.

1. .
.

The multiage unit organization along with the procedure for subgropping

on the basis of skill needs has the following advantages. Some of the

heteroieneity present in the'totalNunit is maintained in the instructional

subgroups. Furthermore, variability in student achievement in any subgroup

is reduced. This/allows the opportunity for planning an optical learning
ti

experience for each subgroup.

4'

Student learning needsrelated to ,any, cluster of objectives in mathematics

are assessed in two ways; through diagnostic test procedures and through the

analysis of historical records of student performance.

. Wien a team of teachers feels the need to regroup within their unit,

the objectives for potential instruction, during the next instructional period,

are identified. A pretest is constructed over prereidisite objectiites using

items from the test item bank. After administration of the pretest, the

(

results are analyzed by.th teachers and the project staff.. Subsequently,

student' subgroups are formed. The criteria for this subgroup formitito4.

are recorded as precisely as possible.

While the teachers ark providing instruction, the project staff uses the-

computer to-prbbe the historical performance data in an attempt to form
P

.

similar groups. The stated groupihg criteria are used as:a guide for devellOng

. alternative algorithms for subgrouping. These algorithms are programmed and

.

, executed. The composition of the suggested groups
tl

which result is then compared

. .

with the composition of groups actually'receivinglinstructiOn. FR the future

this procedure will be repeated regularly. Therlesired outcome Is the dis7

covery of generalized algorithms for probing historical oe,-formAnce data to

produce instructional groups which are similar in compt.,.:tiqn to ;those ob-

tainedthrough.pretesting.

et 10

a
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Any sucpessful application of,computer technology to, support instruc-

t

tion;requires attention to thf interface problems which exist between the:.'

useroystem and the technical system. The level of technical literacy on

the'partof educators is eprimary concern. They need enough technical
e

litera4 to understand both the power and limitationsof the computerik1
7

to comynicate precisely with it The required level of technical literacy

7 .

may be different for each educator. This depends on the educator's role -
, 4

1 -

in theschools and the person's relation to the information system. Theie .

various roles and relations must be observed. The necessary level of tech-

nical literacy must be ide4ffied and provided.

The problem of "understanding and precisely mod ing the pilser$ original

informaticin system is or equal importance. Technical staff members must

recognize their role as one'of modeling the users infamation system rather

than redesigning it to meet some external constraints. Only ift. precise

computdr modelis produced will meaningful computer service be provided:

These interface problems are much.moye severe than generally recognized.

They are solved only through well planned procedures which iricrease person

to person communication. In order to increase person to person communi-

cation, the project has chosen the procedure of on-site development and

slow expansion to other schools over Cperiod of several years.

I
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